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The digital economy is changing all our lives. Ultra-broadband access,
big data, and network intelligence have fundamentally transformed how
information is exchanged, goods are traded, and customer services are
delivered. As enablers of the digital economy, telcos are transforming
into both value-chain integrators and network operators, oriented
around smart connections and digital service provisioning. However,
challenges remain.
The first relates to traffic operation, which requires precise analytics
regarding customer need, network status, and the service lifecycle, and
this should enable telcos to enhance the total value of ownership (TVO)
for their assets. With smart traffic management at the user level, telcos
can add flexibility to their MBB operations, and generate sustainable
data revenue as well.
Second, telcos must expose their network resources (via API and
SDK) to integrate the value chain and bring about the enhanced
(terminal/customer-oriented) services they need to stay ahead; the
resultant business model flexibility will attract and bring together
developers, OTT service providers, and system integrators, ensuring
smooth network-application interoperability and profitable partnership
with other industries.
Third, telcos must adapt their operational support systems for
Internet service operations. Such services must be open, simple,
timely, and user-friendly, and this will require a much higher level of
user experience than what we’ve seen before. In this case, telcos need
to redesign their operational processes, coordinate multiple service
channels, and streamline online/offline service transactions to effectively
balance user experience with profit.
And finally, they must upgrade their IT infrastructure for on-demand
IT resource allocation if they wish to keep the expansion/upgrade
process at the level of an expense instead of a burden. By introducing
cloud computing applications, telcos can boost their IT infrastructure,
thanks to the storage, virtualization, and network connection they
deliver.
Huawei is investing in digital service integration, network capability
openness, BSS transformation, and IT system revolution; all are set
to help telcos better themselves in the face of these great challenges,
enabling strategic transformation for a digital world.

Zhang Pingan
President of Huawei Carrier
Software & Core Network
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NEWS
Huawei Unveils Ultra-Wideband RRU

Tricom Launches Huawei SingleRAN CDMA/LTE Network

Jakarta, Indonesia, June 5,
2013, Huawei unveiled a new
ultra-wideband (80MHz max
instantaneous bandwidth)
RRU at the 2013 Indonesia LTE
TDD Summit. A single unit can
simultaneously support up to four
20MHz LTE TDD carriers through
4×4 MIMO and CA (carrier
aggregation) technologies, and
provide blazing fast 1Gbps singleuser downlink throughput. The
RRU is part of a comprehensive
solution for simplifying future
network expansion while
protecting legacy investment.
By enabling greater flexibility for
new spectrum releases, this ultrawideband RRU represents an

Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic, May 27, 2013, Huawei
has announced that its LTE
network for CDMA service
provider Tricom has launched
commercially in the Dominican
Republic, representing a significant
milestone in network evolution
involving these two transmission
technologies.
Huawei's SingleRAN CDMA/
LTE solution is based on SDR
(software-defined radio) to
protect the original CDMA
investment and enable rapid
LTE network deployment and
availability. Huawei provided
Tricom with a SingleRAN CDMA/
LTE end-to-end solution complete
with business consulting services
for deployment of CDMA 1x
EVDO and LTE in the 800MHz
and 1900MHz bands.
Tricom's LTE network will
cover the capital city of Santo
Domingo and other major cities
from the start, with further

industry milestone for commercial
LTE TDD deployment.
This RRU enables flexible
addition of new spectrum
bands via software and utilizes a
highly efficient power amplifier
to enhance coverage. It also
employs combiners that reduce
wireless signal link loss, enabling
better overall MBB performance.
Huawei’s ultra-wideband
RRU is the latest addition to the
vendor’s SoftMobile solution
suite, which builds upon its
SingleRAN foundations so
t h a t o p e ra t o r s c a n m o v e
comfortably into the era of
data diversity and new vertical
market revenue streams.

VTLWaveNet Announces 100G Network Upgrade

Surrey, United Kingdom, May
16, 2013, VTLWaveNet, part of
the Viatel Group, and Huawei
announced the completion
of phase one of its 100G
network upgrade in Europe,
with its WDM platform now
fully operational for 10G, 40G
and 100G services between
London and Paris. Key points
of presence located in central
London and Paris have been
equipped with leading Huawei
100G Soft-decision Forward
Error Correction (SD FEC)
technology to facilitate 100G
wavelength services.
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The upgrade provides
a substantial increase in
VTLWaveNet's network capacity
along a heavily populated route,
while the use of electronic
dispersion compensation
technology means that
VTLWaveNet customers will
also benefit from a significant
reduction in latency on the
London to Paris link. With an
operational network already
in place, customers will also
benefit from reduced lead times
for services.
Businesses with large
bandwidth requirements can
take advantage of the 100G
service to employ a more
efficient way of managing
traffic through a single handoff
over Huawei's advanced optical
transport network (OTN) switch
facility.

network deployment planned
in 2013. The deployment will
bring an Internet connection ten
times faster than what residents
currently experience.
Santiago Peralta, Tricom
CTO, has said, "We chose
Huawei's SingleRAN solution,
not only because of Huawei's
global experience in network
deployment, but also for the
superior performance of its
solutions that will help us to
quickly achieve our goals and
provide end users with faster
and better mobile broadband
experiences.”
Kevin Wu, Huawei President
for CDMA/LTE Wireless Networks,
added, "With the coming of LTE,
the development path for CDMA
operators has become broader.
Huawei delivers a convergent
and evolved MBB network for
global CDMA operators to meet
end-user demand for excellent
data services."

Huawei’s Core Router Delivers Faster Connections for
Hutchison 3G in Austria
Vienna, Austria, May 24,
2013, Huawei announced that its
new IP core routers have helped
boost Hutchison 3G Austria's
(H3G) data performance. Two
new data centers are now fully
operational in the country's
capital of Vienna, expanding
H3G’s capacity and accelerating
its data transfer speeds.
H3G Austria started the year
off with an exciting start after the
acquisition of Orange Austria, as
the operator saw its market share
climb to 22%, ranking it number

three in the country, a situation
that was straining its data centers.
The changeover to the new
Huawei IP core routers took
place from January to April,
without any interruption in
service. H3G was also able
to upgrade its data centers
and take active measures to
improve capacity planning
and efficiency, thanks to the
increased data transfer speeds
these routers brought. Costs
are also expected to ease with
them in place as well.

Huawei Awarded for Best Integrated Solution at IMS World Forum 2013

Barcelona, Spain, May 15,
2013, Huawei has received the
Best Integrated IMS Solution
award at the IMS Industry
Awards, which took place at
the IMS World Forum 2013 in
Barcelona.
Huawei's Integrated IP

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
solution is a comprehensive
portfolio that covers a range
of transformation scenarios
from evolving to voice over LTE
(VoLTE) and delivering business
communications solutions to
exposing capabilities through

communication as a service
(CaaS).
Based on professional
services and proven on a large
scale, Huawei's integrated
IMS solutions meet operator
needs at different stages of
transformation. Huawei has
successfully implemented 149
IMS networks for 93 operators
as of the end of Q1 2013, with
the top nine IMS deployments
now serving more than one
million subscribers each.
Leveraging its common
core platform and common
application servers for
telephony, RCS, and unified
communications, these
solutions inherit all fixed and

mobile voice services, allowing
them to progress to unified
communications and CaaS. The
Huawei VoLTE solution covers
the entire mobile transformation
j o u r n e y, w i t h m a x i m u m
investment protection and an
improved time to market.
In the CaaS field, Huawei's
integrated IMS solution
enables the opening of basic
communications capabilities
u p w a rd s , t h ro u g h s i m p l e
a p p l i c a t i o n p ro g ra m m i n g
interface (API) exposure, and
downwards, through a common
software development kit
(SDK) sent out to third parties,
contributing to greater revenues
and an expanded user base.

World’s First Flash CSFB-to-GSM Field Test on Live LTE TDD

Huawei Vectoring AutoSense Serves 15+ Live Networks

Zhejiang, China, May 16,
2013, Huawei and China
Mobile have successfully
completed the world's first
Flash CSFB-to-GSM field test
on a live LTE TDD network,
indicating the commercial
readiness of Huawei's Flash
CSFB solution.
CSFB, as a technology
defined in 3GPP Release 8,
employs circuit-switched (CS)
networks to provide voice
services for LTE subscribers.
Compared with traditional
CSFB, Huawei's Flash CSFB
solution requires less time
to complete E2E call setups,
ensuring a better user
experience overall. It is also
capable of handover to GSM
and UMTS.
China Mobile has the world’s

Shenzhen, China, May 14,
2013, Huawei has announced
a milestone in the mass
ro l l o u t o f i t s Ve c t o r i n g
AutoSense solution. AutoSense
i s a Ve c t o r i n g s o f t w a re
package that allows the
Huawei Vectoring system to
coexist with legacy VDSL2
CPEs without performance
degradation. By the end of Q1
2013, AutoSense passed the
acceptance tests and upgraded
the live networks of more
than 15 global mainstream
operators.
AutoSense solves the
challenges of compatibility
between legacy CPEs and
Vectoring CPEs. This is done
through automatic detection of
a CPE's capability, followed by
application of an appropriate

largest mobile subscriber base
running on the world’s largest
GSM network. Huawei's Flash
CSFB to GSM solution will
help the operator maximize its
returns from GSM investments,
reduce voice service investments
during the initial LTE network
deployment phase, and lay a
solid foundation for a smooth
evolution towards voice over
LTE (VoLTE).
Huawei provided all GSM,
LTE, CS, and EPC equipment
used in this successful field
trial. As of Q1 2013, Huawei's
CSFB solutions (including Flash
CSFB and other 3GPP Release
8-related CSFB solutions) have
been deployed in more than
40 trial and commercial sites
in Europe, Asia, the Americas,
and the Middle East.

policy. For a legacy CPE, the
system applies a policy of
“Forced Friendly Mode” so
that the legacy CPE works
as a Vectoring-friendly CPE.
AutoSense gets the best
performance out of Vectoring
CPEs, while maintaining the
original performance for legacy
CPEs in the same bundle.
Furthermore, Huawei has
optimized the training time for
CPEs in coexistence scenarios,
while leaving the connection
time and experience for
legacy VDSL subscribers
unaffected. These features
help operators to migrate from
VDSL to Vectoring, without
upgrading or replacing existing
VDSL CPEs. AutoSense also
accelerates rollout at a lower
deployment cost.
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Smart pipe operations require precise management of each
user’s network traffic and tariff plan, while QoS-based policy

PIPE OPERATIONS

charging is key to flexible MBB service provisioning.
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QoS-based policy charging

The key to MBB monetization
By Cheng Zhengyue & Wang Lin

S

ocial media ubiquity, smartphone and
tablet proliferation, and the endless
unfolding of new services and applications
have revolutionized our lives and jobs,
bringing about a surge in demand for mobile data
traffic and bandwidth. And while mobile customers
are enjoying the convenience of MBB services,
OTT players are the ones getting rich from them,
with communications service providers (CSPs)
fighting for a few crumbs – an 11% compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) in MBB revenue, as
opposed to 92% for MBB traffic over the same
period (Ovum). So where did we go wrong? The
missing piece of MBB monetization has been
policy charging that balances CSP revenue and
MBB investment.

QoS is the key
One key difference between MBB and
traditional voice is the relative importance of
customer experience for MBB. In days gone by,

although there were QoS controls for voice, with
some leading CSPs even tiering QoS, it still fell
under the network domain, whether it related
to customer satisfaction, network congestion,
c o m p l a i n t p re v e n t i o n , o r n e t w o r k p o l i c y
optimization; it was not a business operations
matter. However, with MBB, a lot more can
be done with QoS from a business operational
perspective. Service innovation and customer
experience improvement are tightly related to QoS
policy management, which makes itself known in
the amount due.
All-you-can-eat MBB packages are the exact
opposite of what CSPs want if they are trying to
optimize revenue or network resources, which
is why they have added volume-based packages
and tiered QoS packages to align with changes
in MBB data offerings. With QoS policy as a key
factor of product offerings and new services, more
innovative products should see the light of day.
However, QoS need not be a package element;
it can also be a service element, and the textbook
example here is MegaFon’s Turbo Button service,
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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QoS-based policy charging: The key to MBB monetization
where users can buy bandwidth on demand for
intensive activities such as video, file download,
or gaming, and this service is both recognized and
profitable. Some European operators are creating
fair usage policies for their customers where
bandwidth is automatically adjusted based on
the package subscribed; VoIP and P2P users need
to pay more for bandwidth usage or access these
services at a reduced speed.

Integrating QoS policy with
charging
With modern telco, QoS policy management
is no longer a mere network function but a key
component of business support and operation that
drives differentiation and revenue management.
Policy management must be as flexible as what a
rule-based charging engine would deliver. Many
elements, such as time, location, customer profile,
and subscription should be considered when
deciding which level of QoS to offer.
Consumption-based QoS – This is also known
by the unpleasant term throttling. Domestic
throttling tends to attract unwanted publicity, but
it can still prove useful for roaming. For instance, if
EUR40 is consumed overseas, bandwidth can be cut
back, with notification sent. When the figure hits
EUR50, service can be cutoff, also with notification.

Balance/credit-based QoS – Bandwidth can be
changed according to the customer’s main balance,
remaining credit (for postpaid), or sub-account
balance. For instance, greater bandwidth can be
allocated if a user’s free music downloads are kept
at a reasonable number (perhaps under 20).
Subscription-based QoS – QoS policies can be
assigned for specific packages. For instance, users
can get a higher QoS when browsing Facebook or
subscribing to a Facebook@2M package.
Profile-based QoS – This can be useful for
family or enterprise customers. For the former,
parents might be allocated 2Mbps, while children
receive only 512Kbps, which should keep them off
YouTube during study time. What’s more, children
might only be able to access certain URLs before
10:00pm, which should keep the yawning the next
morning to a minimum. Enterprise subscriptions
might involve access to certain work-related URLs at
very high speeds during working hours, with lower
speeds and unlimited access available at other times.
All of these scenarios require tight integration
between the policy management and charging
systems, especially as certain BSS-related elements
such as customer profile, enterprise/family
bandwidth hierarchy, and charging functionalities
require complex communication and interaction
between the Policy and Charging Rules Function
(PCRF) and BSS, and this is partially why the
3GPP Sy interface does not meet the needs of
all the various policy management and charging

With modern telco, QoS policy management is no longer
a mere network function but a key component of business
support & operation. Policy management must be as flexible
as what a rule-based charging engine would deliver.
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business scenarios, so vendors and CSPs have
to create different workarounds, such as private
interface extension, for specific situations.

Revising policy charging
architecture
A revised network architecture is needed
to better integrate charging with QoS policy
management. Apparently, product management
will be an obvious issue if the PCRF is separated
from the convergent billing solution (CBS), as a
typical CBS only provides charging for usage tariff,
recurring fees, and their ilk, without considering
the QoS policy as a specific charging element.
Integration between the charging and policy
management systems is another issue, and could
bring heavy customization for both the PCRF
and CBS, especially if they are from different
vendors. What’s more, additional BSS modules
(business analytics, interaction server, CRM, and
provisioning system, etc.) must be integrated with
policy management for user behavior analysis and
precision marketing.
To simplify all this integration and effort, and
account for the mutual dependence between
policy management and business support, PCRF
integration with the charging system is needed,
making integrated policy charging a part of online

data charging.
Outside-the-box business features – Policy
control capability would be combined with
charging to enable a variety of product innovations
such as bandwidth on demand, tiered speeds, and
parental controls.
Product management unification – Unified
product management and user data management of
charging and policy will enhance O&M efficiency,
while O&M costs will also be tamed as there will
be no need to synchronize user data between the
OCS (online charging system) and PCRF, which
will reduce the risk of error as well.
TTM reduction – A unified product catalog
(UPC) will shorten production configuration
TTM as operators will no longer need to configure
charging and policies separately.
Low risk/cost – Heavy customization will no
longer be needed between the OCS and PCRF, and
the CRM and PCRF, which should reduce the time
and cost of delivery.
If there is a legacy PCRF already in place, new
MBB monetization services will require PCRF-BSS
integration via the 3GPP Sy interface. However,
the reality is that different CSPs will have different
needs, so any solution must retain architectural
flexibility. As customers are always the key asset of
a CSP, a solution must focus on service innovation
and an improved customer experience, so that
CSPs remain competitive in the value chain.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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IMS: Transformation & diversification
Transformation is the new normal in the telco industry, but this new baseline will not be as easy as what came
before. IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) technology can help with its simplified network structure, reduced
total cost of ownership (TCO) and multimedia service convergence, bringing about business model innovation/
transformation for the telco operator.
By Deng Ao

T

elcos need a way to provide dynamic
multimedia services that still keeps
legacy voice ser vice efficient and
steady. This is where IMS comes in
with its converged, undifferentiated multimedia
support and IT/CT convergence, all in a platform
that is open and access-agnostic; this makes for
a simplified network structure where TCO is
reduced, PSTN restructuring is supported, service
development is converged, VoLTE is enabled, and
innovation is empowered.

Transformation support
T D M h a s s e r ve d t h e i n d u s t r y l o n g a n d
faithfully, but the core networks that depend on it
are slipping into obsolescence due to their inherent
bulk, power consumption, and maintenance, as
well as the independence of their fixed and mobile
control cores. Over the past few years, operators in
Europe and North America have started migrating
their network cores to IMS, with China’s big three
hopping on the bandwagon more recently.
In 2007, Hungary’s Magyar Telekom, a member
of the Deutsche Telekom Group, began moving
7
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to IMS for voice over broadband (VoBB) services,
completing this transformation in October 2010,
making it the first in the group. With IMS in place,
Magyar Telekom now offers Rich Communication
Suite (RCS) and VoLTE services. The carrier has also
seen a significant reduction in its TCO, as hundreds
of TDM switches and thousands of remote access
points have been replaced with IMS, thus saving
equipment room space, unifying and cutting costs
for O&M, and reducing power consumption in the
relevant components by a whopping 65%. What’s
more, Magyar Telekom is now able to bundle voice
with premium value-added services, a competitive
situation that boosts ARPU. Its triple play, for
example, has boosted user stickiness, cutting the
churn rate in half from 10% to 5%.
As of Q3 2012, Huawei’s IMS solution helped
88 operators in 58 countries transform their
networks smoothly, including those for such
famous names as China Mobile, China Telecom,
and Sky.

Enabling rich, converged
multimedia

Huawei Communicate

Though telco’s dominant role in the value chain is
under continuous threat from IT/CT convergence,
the ability to provide carrier-class, undifferentiated,
high-quality converged multimedia services via IMS
lends a competitive edge over the best-effort nature
of most IT services.

Convergent Centrex
Convergent central office exchange (Centrex)
services enable fixed-mobile convergence (FMC)
for enterprise subscribers with a separate web
control console for group subscribers. The
former enables enterprise subscribers to access
the network anytime, anywhere, while the web
console is used to manage numbering schemes,
ringback tones for group subscribers, and call
for warding rules. In addition, this console
provides enterprise subscribers with an open API,
allowing interwork between the console and the
subscriber’s IT systems; this enhances services such
as Voice Message to Email and Click to Call, while
improving work efficiency.

Convergent conferencing
Convergent conference services meet enterprise
needs for HD video communication, especially
large-scale and/or multinational companies.
Huawei’s convergent conference system supports
voice conference, video conference, web conference,
and telepresence, enabling users to attend the
same conference at any terminal, irrespective of
access technology. The key technical feature here is
bandwidth efficiency, as 1080p resolution at 60fps
is rendered through a mere 2Mbps; and what’s
more, up to 10% of packets can be lost without
any significant deterioration in picture quality.
Both of these features greatly lower the application
threshold for convergent conferencing, rendering it
inexpensive, user friendly, and interoperable.

RCS services
With a suite of services such as voice call, instant
messaging, file sharing, and video sharing, RCS has
become an industry focus in recent years, providing
a strong impetus for the evolution of voice services.
Unlike the walled garden of OTT service, RCS
extends these services based on the contact list of
a mobile terminal. With some six billion mobile
subscribers worldwide, RCS represents a sort of
global, interoperable social network for its users,

making it a potent anti-churn instrument. Huawei
provides a complete lineup of mature end-to-end
RCS and RCS-enhanced solutions, which include
such diversified services as Push and Push to Talk,
with improved user experience and terminals
extended to such devices as cameras, set-top boxes,
and doorbells.
In June 2011, the first transnational AsiaPacific RCS application was put into commercial
use in Hong Kong by M800 and Huawei. In
August, 2012, Huawei provided an end-to-end
RCS solution, from soft client to RCS application
server (AS), for China Mobile International’s VoIP
project.

Ensuring future success
To facilitate future evolution and expansion,
a good IMS solution must be highly scalable
and able to reuse existing hardware and software
during expansion. Of equal importance is that
it provides subscribers with seamless, consistent,
and continuous service, irrespective of the access
technology, be it fixed or wireless. Huawei’s IMS
solution, which is based on the ATCA hardware
and software platforms, fully meets the needs of
the future, as demonstrated in the industry’s first
eSRVCC handover for VoLTE.
The Apple Store has introduced over 600,000
applications in just four years, so operators are
a little behind. Huawei is actively exploring the
open nature of IMS, so that operators’ telco
capabilities are exposed to third parties – a scenario
of innovation through partnership. This allows
said developers to focus on application scenariobased needs, at a lower development cost, as telco
capabilities are already embedded.
Applications with embedded carrier-class
capabilities help improve user experience and
compensate for the slow-footed nature of telcos.
As applications proliferate, network traffic is
bound to increase, as will its contribution to profit.
New business models will also emerge from this,
including backwards charging and its ilk.
Taken as a whole, IMS is a potential game
changer that effectively helps operators embrace
network transformation to the benefit of operating
cost, ARPU, converged multimedia, and new
business growth points; all make for a brighter,
more prosperous future.
Editor: Pearl Zhu zhuwenli@huawei.com
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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China Telecom: Telco exposure through IMS
In August 2012, China Telecom Fujian debuted its SkyEye service, the first of its kind anywhere to leverage IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture for mobile video monitoring, through its flagship online outlet. Featuring
plug-and-play functionality, two-way intercom, phone alarm, and video playback, this innovative debut lays a solid
foundation for further ventures into the Internet of Things (IoT).
By Wang Dongling, Jiang Yu & Liang Hongsheng, China Telecom

C

hina Telecom Fujian (hereinafter
referred to as Fujian Telecom) has been
a pioneer in the China Telecom family
for years, having rolled out FTTx as
early as 2009. IMS, with its multimedia service
advantages, falls in with this trend of replacing
copper with fiber at the access level. In 2011, the
provincial operator commenced IMS rollout,
migrating some three million existing TDM
subscribers to this new platform.

Challenges to embrace
With the growing popularity of smart terminals
and mobile broadband (MBB), subscriber demand
for multimedia is increasing, so Fujian Telecom is
naturally racking its brains on how best to utilize
IMS’s multimedia capabilities, including video call,
video sharing, and video conferencing.
However, as is usually the case with trailblazing,
some bumps were hit along the way. In the era
of full-service operations, the enterprise market
is a key battlefield. As efficiency is often the
difference between profit and loss, businesses
have an urgent need to integrate voice, video
call, conferencing, and SMS. Until 2012, Fujian
Telecom relied on mature yet legacy (i.e., discrete)
services for its enterprise customers such as fixed
telephony, broadband, circuit E1 leasing, and
phone number wholesale, without synergy or
integration with their self-developed services for
home accounting, mobile office assistance (OA),
and the like, and enterprises’ office application
systems. This disjointed nature put Fujian Telecom
at risk of replacement, creating an urgent need to
incorporate IMS technology into the OA systems
of its business customers.
What’s more, with the convergence of IT and
CT, subscriber service requirements are becoming
9
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increasingly diversified and tailored, and they
cannot be fully satiated by operators and vendors
alone. To stimulate/broaden cooperation in the
industry chain, operators need to expose their telco
capabilities to third parties to create new value for
operators and benefit said parties; the question for
Fujian Telecom was how.
Huawei entered the story here with its IMSbased CaaS solution, which had won out over
competing solutions with its ability to fully meet
Fujian Telecom’s strategic demands for open
cooperation, plug-and-play functionality, carriergrade service, and easy integration.

Open up, please
To fulfill its plan to build an open business
ecosystem via the IMS platform that engages
the participation of IT vendors and individual
developers, Fujian Telecom has implemented an
over-the-top (OTT) service model that enables fast
development and delivery via easy-to-use application
interfaces (APIs). It has also adopted a flexible
operational and business model to allow enterprise
partners to provide offerings over this platform.

Easy-to-use APIs
The idea of exposing telco services is not new.
Both the Parlay and Parlay X API schemes date
back to 1998, when they were first proposed by
the standardization bodies. However, complex
API requirements today set the bar for skills
too high for most developers, dampening their
enthusiasm. With Huawei’s IMS platform, easyto-use APIs such as Say, Ask, Call, and Conference
make life easier for Fujian Telecom. The platform
supports five mainstream web programming
languages (Java, PHP, Ruby, Python, and Groovy)
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so few in the developer community will feel left
out, while a broad base of OS support (iOS,
Android, Windows, and Linux) for its software
development kit (SDK) enables the embedding of
telco capabilities into various smart terminals that
support voice call, video call, video sharing, and
video conference functionality; this greatly lowers
that aforementioned threshold, making the overall
development process quite a bit easier. For instance,
it takes a mere single line of code to play a voice file
in a specified directory, and ten to attain corporate
switchboard functionality.

bundles of mobile monitoring, SMS alarm, voice
alarm, video storage, and video playback, and has
been successfully applied in homes, shops, and
tourist attractions, with user takeup expected to
exceed 300,000 for 2013. Services from third
parties, including an app for drivers where a license
plate number can be used to communicate with a
car’s owner (whose parked car might be in the way
of yours), are now in trial usage at Fujian Telecom’s
web portal, while other personalized services such
as voice messaging, multimedia video alarm, and
cloud-end secretary service will be available soon.

OTT-type service provisioning

Reduced TTM

Traditionally, the telco service introduction
process has been quite tedious, from service
proposal to standard setup to vendor selection,
operator testing, service testing, pilot usage, and
the deployment itself; this protracts the time to
market (TTM) to a year or more, putting telcos
at a distinct disadvantage. With Huawei’s solution
in place, Fujian Telecom has greatly simplified the
service provisioning process, bringing TTM down
to a more reasonable number.

With its simplified service deployment flow,
mature SDK, and easy-to-use API, Fujian Telecom
has seen its TTM for developers decrease dramatically,
from months to weeks; the aforementioned parking
app came online in just two weeks, from development
to deployment, a speed worthy of OTT that lays
a solid foundation for Fujian Telecom’s upcoming
service transformations.

Business model openness & flexibility

Fujian Telecom has molded its IMS into an
open cooperation platform with enterprises
locally, across the province, and even nationwide.
Enterprises can customize their office applications
and products through integration of scenario-based
telco capabilities such as voice, video, and text to
speech (TTS), making office work more convenient
while increasing product competitiveness. The
operator’s IP camera service partners (with whom
the operator has a revenue-sharing agreement)
embed SDK into their cameras, enabling users to
click an IP camera from a smartphone-displayed
list (via soft client) and view the video stream at
any time.
During the China Cross-Straits Technology &
Projects Fair 2012, Fujian Telecom’s IMS platform
attracted a large number of enterprise customers,
with over ten inking strategic agreements with the
operator. Scores more, including Alibaba itself,
have entered into closer and deeper cooperation
with the operator through IMS as well.
These efforts have kept Fujian Telecom from
falling into the dumb pipe trap, and should
continue to for the foreseeable future, leaving
the operator free to continue its exploration and
cooperation with the industry at large.
Editor: Pearl Zhu zhuwenli@huawei.com

A good business model that benefits developers
either in the short or long run is a must if telcos
are to compete. Fujian Telecom offers developers
several cooperative scenarios, including revenue
sharing, commissioned development, and joint
operation, with up to 50% of service revenue
available for these innovators.

Stepping into a new world
As 2012 began, so did Fujian Telecom’s
exploration of IMS, and solid progress has been
made since.

Enriched IMS communication
Thanks to that aforementioned OS flexibility,
developers and enterprises can now embed Fujian
Telecom’s SDK into smart terminals, cameras,
and doorbell intercoms, allowing multimedia
communication to expand into the man-machine
realm while diversifying and populating IMS traffic
channels.
The aforementioned SkyEye service includes

Profitable enterprise partnership
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As a core asset for telco, on-demand IT resource
allocation is opening new doors to cost reduction,

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

efficiency enhancement and network optimization.
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Huawei UDS enables a new
magnitude of storage

OceanStor HVS: Flexible
storage for tomorrow’s telco
Featuring innovative architecture, sound performance, convenient deployment, and turnkey
delivery, the latest iteration of Huawei’s OceanStor storage solutions ensures system scalability,
reduces management costs, and enables timely service provisioning.
By Bai Chen

O

perators have access to user behavior
data that is both vast and valuable,
a re s o u rc e t h a t In t e r n e t s e r v i c e
providers lack, as each & every one
of their services must go through an operator’s
pipe. Personalized services can be based on this
data, and telcos need a carrier-grade storage system
that smoothly works with the business operations
support system (BOSS), operator resource planning
(ERP), and customer relationship management
(CRM) systems to support such services, one that
ensures an optimized load balance among the
various platforms.

Carrier-grade storage
Service continuity is a decisive requirement for
telco storage systems. If even a second is lost, data
for core systems such as the BOSS, ERP, CRM,

and OA, could be extensively compromised.
Huawei has you covered with its OceanStor
HVS storage system. Featuring innovative smart
matrix architecture, sound performance, advanced
software, convenient deployment, and turnkey
delivery, HVS ensures system scalability, reduces
management costs, and enables timely service
provisioning. Two models are available, the
HVS85T and HVS88T, with the latter boasting
50% greater host connectivity, storage capacity, and
cache size than the industry average, along with a
2.5-fold increase in switch bandwidth.

High reliability
With its carrier-grade stability and advanced
design, the HVS system employs smart matrix
a rc h i t e c t u re t o d e l i ve r f u l l s w i t c h i n g a n d
virtualization, while Huawei’s XVE operating
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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system helps operators manage their storage
resources in a unified system pool as opposed to
rigid RAID groups.
Data protection is critical to any operator.
The recovery point objective (RPO) indicates the
maximum tolerable period in which data might
be lost during a major incident, making it a key
performance index for telco storage. The RPO
value can be zero for most synchronous remote
replications, and yet it generally lasts 60 seconds for
asynchronous remote replications, but the Huawei
HVS can deliver asynchronous remote replication
in just five seconds, making for effective remote
backup of critical services.

A new scale of performance
The HVS was designed along the principles of
what Huawei calls 4S – scale-up, scale-out, scaledeep, and scale-in. Scale-up extends the storage
capacity and processing ability of the system
engine. Scale-out involves linear-scale capacity
expansion. Scale-deep involves the integration
of HVS with third-party storage systems (to the
exabyte level) while supporting online resource
migration, enabling full utilization of legacy
storage resources. Scale-in refers to balancing system
resources, while enhancing host volume performance
and capacity without hardware addition.
By virtualizing heterogeneous storage, HVS
enhances data management efficiency, and the
overall system performance. This involves multiple
HVS features, including its 3D data flow (explained
in the next section), smart QoS, and SmartThin
software for data efficiency, as well as its full &
complete virtualization. Taken as a whole, HVS can
help balance system data volume with performance,
based on service needs.
The benefits of 4S can be felt in an operator’s
resource usage, scalability, and adaptability to redhot emerging services. Let’s assume that a certain
operator’s host volumes A1 to A10 are being
occupied by low stress (light CPU load) activity,
while host volumes B1 to B10 have a large amount
of free space but are still under performance
pressure. Typically, this operator would need
to perform a complicated upgrade for A1 to
A10, involving numerous manual interventions
for capacity addition, installation of new data
migration software, service suspension, data
copying, host configuration, and deletion of the
original data.
13
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Upgrade of the B1 to B10 volumes would
require expansion of the RAID groups, which is
time-consuming and leads to less system reliability
after the additional disks are added. In this case,
once system performance hits its bottleneck, the
idle disk space can no longer be used, leading to
low resource utilization and high TCO. However,
with scale-in, the operator can adjust data
distribution based on need, fully balancing system
performance and capacity.
To meet the needs of fast growing services,
operators generally need to upgrade system
capability and performance two to three years after
a service is launched. Thanks to the benefits of 4S,
operators can delay their system upgrade by at least
one year, and reduce the amount of equipment for
upgrade by 50%.

3D data flow
A key technique that can increase disk utilization
more than threefold, 3D data flow is comprised of
horizontal, vertical, and deep flows.
Vertical flow is similar to the dynamic storage
tiering (DST) and SSD caching functions in that
hot and cold data is intelligently detected and
placed in its proper tier. Horizontal and deep data
flows are even more innovative, as they enable
data on the same storage tier to flow horizontally
within a system and across multiple systems,
balancing the performance and capacity of all
disks, with application deployment more flexible
and application changes no longer requiring LUN
migration.
SmartMotion (intelligent data relocation)
supplements 4S by suiting the HVS to a large
number of advanced application scenarios. For
instance, if storage pool A for an HVS system
contains 200 disks and stores multiple database
applications, and then 100 disks are added to meet
service growth, SmartMotion can evenly migrate
data from pool A to the new disk space, reducing
the load on the original disks and improving system
reliability.
Huawei has an in-depth understanding of
operator services and data security needs. Its
OceanStor HVS system can help operators tackle
their storage challenges, bringing service innovation
within reach and smooth, cost-effective upgrade in
hand.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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Ensuring customer experience
across the public cloud
According to Gartner, we are in the midst of a global cloud service market explosion that will reach a figure of
USD150 billion by 2014, up from USD50 billion in 2011. Forrester, on the other hand, recently estimated the cloud
market in 2012 to be USD40.7 billion, with that value increasing to USD241 billion by 2020, with public cloud
accounting for USD159 billion of that. Whichever numbers you go by, cloud technology has truly moved beyond the
Gartner hype cycle and into reality, and this has led to a change in the way technology buying decisions are made.
By Jonathan Vlahos, ICT Director, Solution Marketing, Huawei South Pacific

C

I Os a n d C TOs k n ow w h a t c l o u d
technology can do for their organization
from an IT perspective, but the
conversation has moved from the
technology to the bottom line. CEOs and sales
directors do not worry about the size or speed of the
cloud infrastructure being used; they focus on what
a cloud offering can do for the business. In today’s
environment, one of a CEO’s top priorities is the
delivery and management of the end-to-end customer
experience across all products and solutions.

connectivity, giving them a unique selling proposition
in this realm. They can use that connectivity to refine
and enhance a variety of cloud offerings, and control
the E2E customer experience of the same. Operators
have the ability to fully control the quality of service at
every point in their networks, allowing them to augment
cloud offerings with far-reaching network optimization
and tailored quality of service, across both their fixed and
mobile platforms.
Data centers – The data
center is the workhorse
of the cloud

Cloud value chain
By defining the cloud computing segments across
the value chain required to deliver the service, a
view of the key players in each segment, the assets
they control, and, subsequently, the strategic
investments required to manage an end-toend customer experience across the cloud
computing ecosystem, is enabled. Over
the next decade, the cloud’s ecosystem
and players will change in ways that are
difficult to predict. Nevertheless, three
high-level components required to
deliver applications to end users will
still exist in 2020; they are network
connectivity (to the end users), data
centers (where applications reside), and
the business application ecosystem.
Network connectivity – Telcos have
been the providers of end-to-end network
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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computing era. Virtualization technology, automation,
and management have delivered enterprise-scale IT
resources to small and medium-sized businesses for a
fraction of the cost. The key players in this segment
of the value chain are predominantly the independent
data center operators and large-scale web players such
as Amazon and Google.
Business applications – End users utilize cloud
business applications to deliver on business objectives.
The business application cloud stack is often a collective
term that encompasses the infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a
service (SaaS) stacks. In addition, new business models
for the consumption of IT services and business
applications on a “pay as you go” basis have moved IT
expenditures from CAPEX to OPEX, while delivering
enterprise-caliber applications to SMBs.

Current cloud adoption
Over the past decade, the majority of cloud
deployments have been private as opposed to public.
Morgan Stanley recently estimated that the private
cloud workload exceeds the public by tenfold. The high
number of private deployments can be attributed to
enterprise and government customers utilizing private
connections to virtualized data center resources. This,
in turn, guarantees E2E application performance across
the cloud. Public clouds cannot deliver E2E application
performance, thanks primarily to the public nature
of the data centers’ Internet connections. As a result,
public cloud deployment has been driven primarily
by non-critical enterprise applications, or business
applications specific to SMB needs.

15
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Morgan Stanley research indicates that cloud
workloads are shifting away from managed, inhouse private cloud hosting to public clouds.
Market dynamics relating to greater bandwidth,
data center multiplicity, and business software
application maturity are shifting critical and noncritical applications to the public cloud. The
industry consensus is that this trend will continue
and accelerate into the future, creating a unique
opportunity for telcos to build E2E cloud offerings
unmatched in the industry.

Telco cloud opportunity
Operators have a unique sales proposition across
the entire public cloud, but they must invest in the
adjacent segments of the value chain to manage the
E2E customer experience.
Network connectivity – Telcos can use their
networks to refine and enhance various cloud offerings,
and control the E2E customer experience of the same.
Operators have the ability to fully control quality of
service at every point in their networks, allowing them
to augment cloud offerings with wide-area network
optimization and variable, tailored quality of service.
Data centers – Telcos can position themselves
to group and structure a wide variety of trusted
and tested data center services for all customers,
while providing flexible combinations of private
and public cloud elements, depending on customer
needs. Making hybrid clouds work across their
networks is in their DNA.
Business applications – Operators’ existing sales
channels, including those for telemarketing and the
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Internet, provide direct access to large numbers of
consumers and SMB customers in the process of
migrating to various cloud business applications.
Telcos’ unique asset position provides a sound
foundation for building and/or acquiring assets across
the value chain. In so doing, operators can deliver
and manage customer experience across the solution
delivery process, and this is where Huawei comes in.

Huawei’s cloud lineup
Huawei is actively involved in building solutions
which allow operators to deliver E2E cloud
offerings. Huawei offers a complete lineup, with
platforms that cover each aforementioned highlevel component of business application delivery.

SoftCOM
Network connectivity is the most fundamental
element for any telco, and Huawei has you covered
with SoftCOM, a platform for making your
network as a whole programmable, intelligent,
modular, and agile. In a SoftCOM network,
we combine the best qualities of the cloud with
IT agility and the reliability and structure of
communications architectures, going beyond the
typical software-defined networking (SDN) goal of
functional programmability. This combination of
IT and CT, based on a unified ICT framework, is
what we believe will drive the future of networking
for the communications industry. A stepwise
approach for implementation, coordinated across
layers, is required for this transformation. A
disruptive migration would include replacing much
of the current network infrastructure, and almost
entirely replacing the existing OSS and NMS
functions and workflows, but an evolutionary
approach protects the stability of the carrier
network, along with the existing infrastructure
investment, staff, skills, and business processes.

FusionCloud
This moniker encompasses our open-source
(OpenStack-compatible) cloud computing platform
for data centers. FusionCloud will enable telcos to
establish agile, efficient, and open cloud platforms
and services. The platform itself is composed of
three core elements.
FusionSphere – A cloud operating system
developed in house that is part of Huawei’s
Distributed Cloud Data Center (DC2) architecture.

FusionSphere can integrate IT infrastructure (servers,
storage, telco gear, and security hardware) from
different vendors, while supporting virtualization of
the same; unified resource scheduling is also enabled.
FusionCube – A converged infrastructure with
pre-integrated computing, storage, and network
capabilities in a single box that helps carriers
establish data centers or branch infrastructure.
FusionAccess – A solution that ensures seamless
and secure cloud connection with the user’s
terminal over fixed or mobile networks.

Cloud service brokerage
Huawei’s brokerage model allows telcos to add
value to business applications on behalf of those
who consume them. Cloud business application
services are multiplying and expanding faster than
businesses can manage and/or govern, but Huawei
cloud service brokerage (CSB) enables their
trustworthy use. CSB helps organizations select,
manage, and coordinate the services they require,
and furthermore integrate the various cloud
applications within the organization to deliver
insights across their customer base.

E2E experience assurance
A final piece in the puzzle for delivering
customer experience across the cloud is end-user
access. The need for anytime-anywhere cloud
access is being driven by the popularization of
smartphones and tablets. Cloud services can bring
real value only if users can effectively and seamlessly
connect to the cloud. Ensuring user experience and
service consistency in this type of environment will
be a key prerequisite for efficient cloud application
interaction. Huawei’s devices are pre-integrated
with FusionCloud, enabling a seamless customer
experience across the cloud ecosystem.

More to come
Public cloud is still in its infancy, with the most
noteworthy developments in the pipeline. Huawei
is working towards the provision of a cohesive
and integrated portfolio of solutions across the
entire cloud ecosystem. Delivering an end-toend customer experience for your users is just the
start of this journey. Contact your local account
manager to find out more.
Editor: Jason jason.patterson@huawei.com
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Tecal E9000: Converged
infrastructure platform
The Huawei Tecal E9000 is an advanced blade server that integrates computing, storage, switching, and
management, forming a powerful converged infrastructure platform for high-end applications such as private
cloud and high-performance computing.

By Zhang Hua

Challenges to enterprise IT

T

he booming smartphone
and mobile Internet markets
have changed every single
aspect of our lives. With
statistics and analytics becoming critical
to corporate decision making, mobile
terminals are being used more than ever
for office emails and workflows. This is
placing an ever-growing burden on IT
infrastructure, which is lagging behind
today’s applications and data traffic.
Isolated service systems are a hindrance
to IT resource flexibility, while diversified
services require IT gear to match diverse
resources smoothly, including storage,
computing, networks, and I/O devices.
What’s more, uncoordinated management
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of heterogeneous devices results in high
maintenance costs.
Nascent IT systems, on the other hand,
generally can share computing, storage,
and network resources, helping enterprises
effectively utilize hardware resources
and adjust system configurations based
on service needs, but this is both timeand labor-intensive in terms of system
management and maintenance, leaving
less budget left over for developing and
promoting new services. In this context,
enterprises need a simplified and converged
IT platform that combines server, storage,
network, and software elements, so that
quick adaptations can be made.
A converged IT platform should
incorporate computing, storage, highspeed network, and system management
functions. Compared with traditional

IT platforms, a converged system is
simple, controllable, efficient, and
convenient. The simplicity is seen in its
deployment, which can be completed in
just a few hours, while controllability is
enabled through a unified web interface
that integrates the system, including
its servers, storage, and network gear,
making for a situation that is both
efficient and convenient in terms of
one-stop upgrade, capacity expansion,
troubleshooting, and after-sales service.

E9000 platform features
A converged IT platform can enhance
both efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
As the infrastructure for a converged
IT platform, the Huawei Tecal E9000
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both simplifies deployment and accelerates TTM
considerably, through a high degree of integration.
With computing, storage, network, and
management modules all fitted into a form factor
only 12U in height, the E9000 truly does more
with less.

Hardware integration
Traditional IT systems have independent
servers, storage devices, switches, and modules. IT
personnel need to master the various configuration
methods and performance parameters of different
vendors, with the building and tuning of a full
system taking days or more, an inefficient way
of doing things that also makes fault location
laborious at best.
With its 12U-high cabinet, the E9000 universal
service processing platform can accommodate 16
computational nodes (CH121), each occupying
a 1.5U-high slot. Enterprises can expand their
storage capacity through 3-layer 2.5-inch hard
disks or 2-layer 3.5-inch hard disks in these
slots, facilitating distributed storage and big data
applications. The E9000 also provides extension
modules for half-length storage cards, which can
smoothly work and integrate with half-length
computing cards.
The E9000 fully supports the Intel Romley
platform, and adapts well to mainstream
applications. Its computing nodes support 1.5
times the usual memory height to reduce cost, so
the pricy compressed modules of the past need not
be utilized. The E9000 can also better converge
computing and storage functions, connecting large
storage nodes through SAS interfaces to enlarge
storage space.
The E9000 integrates the network layers through
support of seven types of switching module
(including the CX110, CX116, and CX310),
delivering GE, 10GE, FCoE (Fiber Channel over
Ethernet), IB QDR (InfiniBand Quad Data Rate),
and FDR (Fourteen Data Rate) functionalities,
while future versions will add IB EDR, 16G/32G
fiber channel, and 40GE/100GE Ethernet switching
modules to enhance switching speed and networking
capability. In addition, the E9000 provides universal
server manager (USM) functionality to facilitate
daily O&M, covering end-to-end fault detection,
reporting, and system recovery.

Excellent adaptability
Nowadays, Internet applications are placing

diversified and demanding requirements on
servers. Search applications require rapid responses;
e-commerce requires high network bandwidth;
online games require robust computing; online
video requires vast storage; and SNS requires tiered
storage with a large and speedy primary cache.
Traditional servers are designed to process
specific types of applications, while rack servers
are applicable to many applications if their
computing, I/O, and storage parameters are
correctly set. However, their deployment density
is low, and typical blade servers, though applicable
to computing-intensive applications, have poor
system scalability.
The E9000 is suitable for a variety of
applications, whether they be computing-intensive,
storage-intensive, or I/O-scalable. It offers 16-node
capacity and Peripheral Component Interconnect
Express (PCIe) expansion, facilitating easy
capacity add-on and service provisioning. Huawei
has also developed a standard PCIe module for
big data and search applications. For memoryintensive applications, the E9000 provides the
aforementioned 1.5U memory height to enhance
cost efficiency.

Future-oriented design
A future-oriented IT architecture should fully
consider network scalability and cost savings for
the next decade. Ensuring smooth system upgrade
and capacity expansion, the E9000 supports a
maximum of 16 nodes in its 12U chassis, reserving
sufficient space for system expansion. It works
well from 5°C to 40°C, and features robust
cooling capability for high-density computing,
while supporting a variety of high-performance
Intel processors (quad-core, hexa-core, and octacore options), making for a future-proof solution
through 2016. Its backplane design reserves extra
space to meet the access requirements of 10GE,
32G-fiber channel, and FDR networks, and
this future-oriented design reduces investment,
facilitates system management and maintenance,
and lowers the total cost of ownership.
Integrating computing, storage, high-speed
networking, and management functions, the
Huawei E9000 is well suited to enterprise private
cloud services, high-end blade server functionality,
multi-purpose applications, high-performance
computing (HPC), and much more, making it the
best choice for converged infrastructure.

Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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Huawei UDS enables a
new magnitude of storage
With Flickr’s recent offering of an unprecedented one terabyte of storage to its members, we may be looking at the
first battle in an arms race of sorts in the ICT industry, for which the storage systems of the past, with their long
latencies and inherent limits, are unsuited. And if consumers need a terabyte of storage just to handle photos from
their smartphones, just imagine what operators need if they want to get in on the digital economy. This is where
Huawei comes in with UDS, a solution that expands storage to the exabyte range with ease.
By Bai Chen

I

n the face of intense market
competition and a substantial
customer base, telcos have come
to realize the importance of
stimulating both bandwidth demand
and user stickiness, and this has thrust
cloud storage and cloud computing into
the limelight.

Cloud storage:
The prime service
incubator
Through clustered architecture,
network grid technology, and distributed
file management, a cloud storage system
pools application software together to
enable synergy between various storage
devices, providing both data storage and
service access. When a cloud computing
system stores and manages bulk data, a
proportional number of storage devices
will be involved; thus, we can regard
cloud storage as cloud computing with
data storage and management as its
kernel.

Resource pool leasing
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Cloud storage can provide storage
leasing services in the vein of Amazon’s
S3 basic service for individuals and
enterprises that have elastic data storage
re q u i re m e n t s . Ha v i n g l e a s e d t h e
desired storage resources from the pool,
operators will be held accountable for
storage device procurement, operation,
and maintenance, while users can access
and harness storage resources via web
protocol. What’s more, this multitenant model separates data for different
users, helping to ensure its security.

Web disk online storage
Through a storage resource pool,
a graphical user interface (GUI) can
be employed to encapsulate objectbased storage resources and render
Dropbox-like web disk services. Users
can easily upload, download, manage,
and share their data anywhere via PC
or handset. Individuals and families
can store and synchronize data among
different terminals, while enterprise
users can share information, collaborate,
and manage unstructured data.
Furthermore, Windows-based remote
backup is enabled at a low cost, making
for better security than what traditional

disk-based storage would offer.

Data backup
Fo r e n t e r p r i s e s , c l o u d b a c k u p
delivers an optimal cost performance
at a lower total cost of ownership
(TCO) through the integration of
cloud storage with the backup software.
Compared with traditional backup
solutions that use physical or virtual
tape libraries, cloud backup is far more
advanced. Data deduplication, a data
compression technique, eliminates
unnecessary duplicates of repetitive
data, improving the utilization of
storage devices while reducing the
need for their procurement. Moreover,
intelligent management reduces the
need for onsite maintenance, reducing
both CAPEX and OPEX, while
concurrent distributed I/Os increase
system throughput and online/nearline
(removable media) storage reduces both
the recovery time objective (RTO) and
recovery point objective (RPO).

Archiving & tiering
T h e c o m b i n a t i o n o f a rc h i v i n g
software and dynamic storage tiering
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(DST) facilitates seamless data archiving
from the online system in the objectbased storage, and this frees up online
storage resources. Object-based storage
delivers almost unlimited scale, as well
as intelligent management capability,
thus reducing the TCO for archiving
in bulk. This system would employ an
active archiving method that enables
near-immediate access to archived data,
without the long latency.
Cloud storage-based applications,
such as automatic enterprise backup,
synchronized family sharing, photo/video
capture & sending via mobile terminal,
and multi-screen interaction, have one
thing in common – their user experience
hinges upon data transmission speed, so
only a quality network can sustain them.
This is telco’s ace in the hole.

Huawei UDS
September 2012 saw the launch
of Huawei’s cloud-based Universal
Distributed Storage (UDS) system, which
delivers tremendous reliability and broad
compatibility, with cost effectiveness to
boot. UDS employs Huawei’s SmartDisk
design philosophy, a first in the storage
arena, where decentralized architecture
and a hierarchical data protection system
are employed.

DHT technology
Huawei UDS is based on distributed
hash table (DHT) technology. The
address space for each storage unit is
partitioned, addressed, and mapped
onto a DHT ring, with each unit taking
charge of the address space routing on a
small scale, while storing a small portion
of the data; this enables the correct
address of any access request to a storage
object through one-time hash table
operation.
A DHT ring has almost infinite
address space, and can be scaled by
changing the partition space or adding
partition quantity. Theoretically, it can
support an extremely large number of

storage units and be scaled up to the
exabyte range.

Decentralized architecture
In traditional storage, latency grows
along with capacity, but UDS has two
logical layers (clusters) – the objectstorage service controller node (OSCN)
and universal distributed storage node
(UDSN) clusters. The OSCN provides
an access interface for object-based
storage services, which is mainly used to
process and control access requests from
clients, establish an object transmission
channel, and manage metadata,
while the UDSN is for storing and
replicating both data and metadata, and
guaranteeing data consistency.
By using the DHT algorithm, the
OSCN cluster can have an equivalent
point-to-point access to the UDSN
cluster, which is why the UDS system
does not have a central node as a
traditional storage system would. Each
OSCN can directly address and access
each UDSN, thus shortening the latencies
for indexing and search.

Smart disk
A cloud storage platform should be
constantly expanded in concert with
continuous application development,
but the granularity of the former greatly
impacts a carrier’s platform construction
investment. UDS capacity expansion is
based on its UDSNs (smart disks), each
of which consists of a disk drive with
an energy-efficient ARM chip, smallcapacity memory, and an Ethernet
interface. Each smart disk is allocated
a dedicated IP address to connect
to switches and communicate with
other smart disks in a distributed and
interconnected network. For capacity
expansion, smart disks can be added
on virtually any scale, large or small.
As each smart disk offers a fixed access
throughput, the total system throughput
will increase linearly with the capacity
expansion in the equivalent point-topoint access mechanism.

Resource pool across DCs
Telcos nowadays usually construct
multiple data centers (DCs) to facilitate
nearline storage and disaster recovery.
Huawei UDS unifies scheduling and
flexibly manages data centers in various
locations, with expansion available on
demand, in the terabyte and exabyte
range.
With UDS, data in multiple centers
is remotely synchronized, with the
number of copies customized in line
with the service-level agreement (SLA)
in place. Application client requests can
also be sent to the nearest data center for
processing.

China Telecom takes it
live
Thanks to its openness, security, and
exceptional scalability, Huawei UDS
was selected by China Telecom as its
cloud storage platform; this enabled the
operator to capitalize on its rich customer
base and integrate feeds from multiple
devices, culminating in its e-Surfing
cloud storage service platform (launched
in 2012), which features automatic
backup and simultaneous sharing where
users are provided with online resource
storage and other storage-based tailored
offerings, such as offsite protection of
their critical information from computer
crashes, data corruption, viruses, human
error, and other forces majeures.
C h i n a Te l e c o m a l s o d e v e l o p s
customized storage applications and
solutions for enterprise and government
customers looking to access, store,
synchronize, and dispatch files and
media resources. The e-Surfing platform
is helping the operator to transform its
IT infrastructure into a cloud computing
platform, laying a solid foundation for
success in the cloud, with Huawei’s
Universal Distributed Storage a big part
of it.
Editor: Linda xushenglan@huawei.com
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The deluge of mobile data & signaling is well
documented, but telcos must assure MBB service
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stability and a smooth user experience nonetheless.
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MSA: A key technology for the
evolution of future wireless networks
Multi-stream aggregation (MSA) leverages the centralized integration of multiple radio access
technologies (RATs), carriers and intra-carrier ports to resolve current network challenges stemming
from handover, interference and resource utilization to improve cell-edge throughput by up to 500%.
MSA is a key technological enabler for operators to capitalize on the continuous development of
wireless networks by helping to provide users with a seamless and ubiquitous No-Edge Network
experience for high-speed and highly reliable anytime-anywhere mobile services.
By Liu Jing, Zeng Qinghai & Lu Jianmin

O

perators worldwide must prepare for
massive mobile broadband (MBB)
network traffic growth as the industry
moves away from voice-&-text, purepipe services to an era of data diversity and new vertical
revenue streams. Total network traffic is widely forecast to
increase at least 1,000 fold over the next decade, bringing
unprecedented challenges to current networks.

Current network challenges
For current network deployments, differing RATs
such as GSM, UMTS, LTE and Wi-Fi are typically
deployed and managed independently and access the
network through their respective core network gear.

With such a “mono-layer” architectural approach,
user equipment (UE) can only utilize data services
from a single cell site through a single RAT at any one
time, resulting in poor resource utilization, redundant
network infrastructure investment, and an inability to
further enhance capacity.
Heterogeneous network (HetNet) deployments
involving coordinated macro and small-cell coverage
have been a common means of improving capacity
for a mono-layer approach. But as the number of
deployed cells increases, so does the number of cell
edges. At these edges, end-user experience can be
significantly impacted by frequent handover (HO),
increased HO failure rate, and low UE throughput.

Handover
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Figure 1 Host/boost network layering with MSA
With dense network deployments,
frequent and/or ping-pong HO have
become major obstacles to providing a
top-quality user experience. In general,
channel propagation within small cells is
quite different from macro cells due to a
lower position of the antenna. With small
cell deployments, signal strength near
the small cell is significantly improved
but the signal weakens considerably over
distance and may lead to dropped calls.
Due to small cell channel fading and
interference, the HO failure rate for
HetNet is generally higher than that for
macro cell networks, especially for HO
from small cells to macro cells.

Interference
Small cells deployed within a macro
cell’s coverage are often subjected to
intra-frequency interference from the
macro cell, which in turn contracts a
small cell’s coverage depending on how
close its position is to the center of the
macro cell. Near the macro cell’s edge, a
small cell’s coverage may span over 100
meters from one small cell edge to the
other, but closer to the macro’s center,
the small cell’s coverage may only reach
ten meters. What’s more, intra-frequency
interference also significantly hinders UE
throughput.

Resource utilization
Inefficient and inflexible utilization
of network resources is a major operator
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concern given that traffic load imbalances
between macro and small cells are prone
to sudden and dynamic changes. For
traditional HetNets, resources cannot
be shared between different cell sites,
causing stark differences in quality of
experience (QoE).
Throughput for UEs served by macro
cells is typically lower since traffic loads
of macro cells are on average heavier
due to the need to provide simultaneous
services to multiple UEs over a greater
area, and throughput for cell-edge UE is
especially low due to increased channel
propagation distance and interference. UE
throughput inside a small cell’s coverage
is also comparably higher due to a greater
availability of dedicated resources. A
consistent QoE between macro cells and
small cells is a considerable challenge to
providing a seamless No-Edge Network
user experience.

MSA: A key to MBB
network evolution
MSA leverages centralized integration
of RATs, carriers, and intra-carrier ports to
resolve the aforementioned operator pain
points and provide a significant cell-edge
throughput improvement for a No-Edge
Network user experience. A combination
of a layered network architecture and
MSA in future networks will enable users
to enjoy high-speed and highly reliable
mobile services anytime, anywhere.
Layered network architecture includes

a host layer and a boost layer (Figure 1).
The host layer ensures a QoE baseline
and provides reliable MBB network
coverage and data services. A “host link”
is established on the host layer to enable
UE signaling and data transmission.
The function of the boost layer is to
increase network capacity and provide
the best possible user experience using
all available resources, with “boost links”
established on this layer to provide UE
with enhanced data transmission.
MSA is a key technology for
integrating the capabilities of both of
these layers to further enhance user
experience and network capacity. MSA
has been standardized since 3GPP
Release 10 and has been a hot topic for
Release 12 (current).
A centralized BBU pool or SRC (single
radio controller) RAN element can be
used as a central node to implement
MSA while performing unified control
functions such as network layering, traffic
steerage, and coordinated scheduling.

Host layer ensures
baseline QoE
The host layer’s primary function is
to eliminate network performance issues
related to HO and interference to provide
an unwaveringly reliable QoE baseline.

Handover
A drastic reduction in HO can be
achieved for both intra-frequency and
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inter-frequency scenarios. For intrafrequency, all small cells within a macro
cell’s coverage share the same cell ID as
the macro cell, so no intra-frequency
HO will be triggered when UE moves
within the macro’s coverage. For interfrequency, the UE is always anchored to
the macro cell. Wherever it goes within
the coverage area of the macro cell, a
host link between the UE and macro cell
is maintained so that no inter-frequency
HO is triggered.

Interference
With a layered architecture in place,
interference can be further divided into
intra-layer and inter-layer interference.
Coordinated scheduling of neighbor cell
resources through the host layer can be
used to effectively minimize intra-layer
interference, which is especially useful
for interference-prone UE. With timefrequency resource separation, effective
minimization of inter-layer interference
is made possible as a portion of timefrequency resources are devoted to SFN
(single-frequency network) transfers
from different ports on the host layer to
considerably enhance coverage, while
all remaining resources are efficiently
allocated through spatial multiplexing
between the host and boost layers to
achieve the best utilization efficiency.
The host layer effectively ensures mobile
service continuity by eliminating HO
and improving throughput by reducing
interference to ensure a baseline QoE.

Boost layer provides
best possible QoE
The boost layer enhances user
experience beyond baseline, and MSA
is a key technology that works with
the boost and host layers to make this
possible. As for its different application
scenarios, MSA can be intra-frequency,
inter-frequency, and inter-RAT.

Intra-frequency MSA: Utilizing
all available intra-carrier ports

In a mono-layer HetNet architecture,
a single UE is served by a single port,
which is an inefficient usage of system
resources. After introduction of intraf re q u e n c y M S A , a s i n g l e U E c a n
connect to one or more of the best
available ports dynamically to achieve
the best possible UE experience. With
intra-frequency MSA, data transmission
is made possible without the need for
additional signaling, thus maximizing
utilization of system resources even
when the UE moves between different
cell IDs. This resolves issues inherent
to more efficient resource utilization,
making for a more geographically
consistent UE experience.
Intra-frequency MSA utilizes several
advanced algorithms that enable celledge throughput gains of 200%,
including interference management with
Coordinated Scheduling Power Control
( C S - P C ) , a d a p t i ve C o o rd i n a t i o n
Load Balancing (CLB) for maximum
spectrum utilization, and Coordinated
Multi-Point transmission and reception
(CoMP) for dynamic point selection
and joint transmission tracking for
channel fade variations and unbalanced
traffic distribution.

Inter-frequency MSA: Utilizing
all available carriers
In a mono-layer HetNet architecture,
when a UE moves between a macro
cell using one carrier and a small cell
using another carrier, an inter-frequency
HO will occur that can adversely affect
user experience. However, with interfrequency MSA, a UE is always anchored
to the macro cell through a host link
even while dynamically connecting to
other carriers through boost links for
enhanced data transmission. In other
words, MSA with different carriers
further enhances user experience and
increases network capacity.
Inter-frequency MSA is applicable for
both ideal and non-ideal backhaul cases
between macro and small cells. In ideal
cases, the backhaul link latency between
a macro and small cell is negligible,

but in non-ideal cases it isn’t, and MSA
utilizing different carriers in non-ideal
backhaul scenarios has become a hot
topic with 3GPP Release 12.

Inter-RAT MSA: Utilizing all
available RATs
Inter-RAT MSA utilizes different
RATs to enhance user experience; in this
case, the host layer can be UMTS or
LTE, while the boost layer can be LTE
or Wi-Fi. For a LTE-Wi-Fi scenario,
LTE acts as the host layer, with Wi-Fi
acting as the boost layer. The former
provides basic mobile services to the
user, with an LTE host link remaining
connected with the UE to guarantee a
QoE baseline. Wi-Fi then enhances user
experience by providing a boost link
between the UE and Wi-Fi access point
(AP) to boost data transmission rates.
In most cases, downlink data traffic
volume exceeds that of the uplink, but
allocated resources for downlink and
uplink are in approximate symmetry,
s o o t h e r re s o u r c e s a re n e e d e d t o
assist downlink data transmission.
Furthermore, Wi-Fi uplink suffers from
serious performance issues related to
access collision, hidden terminals, and
QoS (Quality of Service) that get worse
as connected UE increases. Based on
the above two considerations, a better
solution is to use Wi-Fi networks for
downlink data transmissions alone. In
this solution, SRC is a RAN element
that can flexibly steer traffic from the
host link to the boost link through WiFi according to the channel quality,
network load, and interference to boost
UE experience and significantly increase
network capacity.
All of the aforementioned technologies
and solutions have been prototyped
on existing product platforms, and
significant QoE improvements that
help realize a No-Edge Network user
experience have been successfully
demonstrated via a combination of
host/boost network layering and MSA
outfield trials.
Editor: Jason jason.patterson@huawei.com
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Dual-layer coordination
smooths the edges off LTE
With both mobile apps and MBB subscribers growing at a staggering rate, wireless networks are being overwhelmed
by both data and the signals that move it. A No-Edge Network can ensure LTE service consistency and an optimal user
experience, facilitating both network development and the service rollout process.
By Diao Zhifeng

Smoothing out the seams

A

s MBB technologies advance at breakneck
speeds, a veritable cornucopia of apps
has sprung into being, with the number
of MBB users growing at an annual rate
of roughly 45% over the past four years, according
to the ITU. What’s more, Android smartphone
users on average download roughly 870MB of data
per month over cellular networks (NPD Connected
Intelligence), for which performance consistency,
particularly between a cell’s center and its edges, is
crucial to guaranteeing service stability and an excellent
user experience. Wireless signals deteriorate as users
approach a cell’s edge, and this is a major reason
why network performance and experience fluctuate,
or even cease altogether, as users move. To improve
performance at the periphery, Huawei proposes a duallayer coordination solution that facilitates its No-Edge
Network concept, where user experience is guaranteed
at all points within LTE coverage.

Dual-layer coordination
The goal of dual-layer coordination is the
optimization of cell-edge performance, and involves
several pivotal technologies.

Adaptive ICIC
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Due to inter- and intra-frequency LTE handover,
neighbor interference is a problem, especially at
the edges. Users at a cell’s center can employ all the
spectrum resources on the LTE network, while LTE
sub-bands are assigned to edge users. This is where
adaptive inter-cell interference cancellation (aICIC),
with its differentiated band allocation, comes in with
its reduced interference between cells, leading to a
better user experience.

Uplink CoMP
Uplink coordinated multipoint transmission
(CoMP) technology allows eNodeBs to collect
uplink signals received by the ser ving and
neighboring cells and demodulate the signals as a
batch. This decreases the bit error rate (BER) for
demodulation and enhances the user experience at
the edge. Specifically, each eNodeB demodulates a
certain user’s signals received by both the serving
cell and the neighboring cells, which increases the
demodulation success rate. After demodulation,
the eNodeB removes this user’s uplink signals
and moves on to another user; this moderates
interference, upgrades signal quality, and reduces the
aforementioned BER.

IRC algorithm
As a novel algorithm for interference suppression
when the number of interfering elements is unknown,
interference rejection combination (IRC) helps curtail
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the interference from intra-frequency terminals
covered by neighboring cells, improving signal
quality while reducing demodulation BER. LTE
employs intra-frequency networks, so intra-frequency
interference between cells is persistent. Neighbor
cell terminal interference from an uplink signal in a
serving cell is a kind of intra-frequency interference,
and IRC effectively suppresses such interference.
Compared with other algorithms, IRC ensures better
network performance, enhanced overall performance
for LTE, and user experience integrity.

HetNet
The capacity of an overall network can be
expanded through denser deployment and/or the
splitting of sectors. However, certain areas only
allow/support microcell deployment for LTE,
making for a diverse, hierarchical architecture
(HetNet) with multiple modes, frequency bands,
and topologies. In hotspots, microcells are effective
for macro base station offload, improving the overall
network capacity. And what’s more, the backhaul
for microcells can be configured flexibly. Microcells
that integrate transmission, power supply, and surge
protection can be deployed in more and different
places, and are less costly on the whole.

Enhanced ICIC
For any HetNet, intra-frequency interference
between macro and microcells will be an issue,

and enhanced ICIC (eICIC) technology must be
introduced to mitigate it. One or more subframes
in the macro cells are configured as almost-blank
subframes (ABSs). Since macro cells are kept silent
during ABSs, the ofﬂoaded users at cell edges can be
allocated without strong macro cell interference within
ABSs. Thus, eICIC technology can improve edge gain
by 30%, greatly enhancing the user experience.

Beyond the lab
Thanks to these key technologies, dual-layer
coordination brings a near-undifferentiated user
experience, regardless of a user’s location within
a No-Edge Network. A CIS-region operator has
leveraged it to optimize its overall LTE network,
enabling a seamless experience for its 900,000 LTE
subscribers, while an advanced market operator in
Asia has leveraged Huawei’s CoMP technology to
increase its cell edge data rate by 125%, with that
figure reaching 150% for another Asian operator
serving an extremely dense market, thanks to
Huawei aICIC.
With the high bit rates and service promises
being made for LTE, an inferior experience at the
cell edge simply will not do. With Huawei’s duallayer coordination, high-bandwidth services such as
video streaming and mobile gaming should be slick
& seamless, making for a premium experience that
should command a premium price.
Editor: Linda xushenglan@huawei.com
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1800MHz: The key to LTE worldwide
Given its worldwide commercial utilization and relatively ample spectrum resources, the 1800MHz frequency band
is considered the prime option for LTE international roaming. Advanced refarming technologies are now available
and the industry chain for networks that utilize this band is maturing, from infrastructure to terminal.
By Diao Zhifeng

Global & plentiful

S

pectrum allocations lack coordination and
harmonization. Carriers are launching
LTE on various frequencies, and this
is making the terminal game far more
complicated than it needs to be, especially for road
warriors.
However, the 1800MHz frequency band is the
most available in the most places, with 75MHz of
spectrum set out for use by the 3GPP. According
to the GSA, roughly 350 operators in over 150
countries enjoyed 1800MHz spectrum resources
by the end of 2012, with the vast majority utilizing
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10 to 20MHz in bandwidth thus far. What’s more,
solutions are already available from the major
vendors, including Huawei, that enable a smooth
transition from GSM to LTE, making 1800MHz
the most suitable band for LTE roaming on a
global scale.

Ecosystem enthusiasm
According to the GSA’s report from March
27, 2013, among the 821 LTE-compatible user
equipment (UE) models in use worldwide at the
time, 233 supported LTE 1800MHz. Hundreds
of UE suppliers, including Apple, HTC, Huawei,
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and Samsung, advocate use of the LTE 1800MHz
band. The iPhone 5 already supports this band, as
do certain chipsets from the likes of Hisilicon and
Qualcomm.

Huawei GL 1800MHz refarming
For a large number of operators, 1800MHz
refarming represents the path of least resistance
to LTE. Its most prominent benefit over other
scenarios is spectrum efficiency, which reduces
OPEX in the long run. Huawei offers a GSM/LTE
GL 1800MHz refarming solution that boasts stateof-the-art technology.

Compact bandwidth
Standard bandwidths for LTE include 5, 10, 15,
and 20MHz, but actual bandwidths, when partial
GSM spectrum resources are refarmed for LTE, are
not always so perfectly rounded. As such, Huawei
proposes a compact bandwidth solution where the
100 resource blocks that 20MHz of bandwidth
normally provide are squeezed from 19.3MHz, and
this can be reduced to 96 blocks from 18.94MHz,
bringing spectral efficiency yields more in line with
theoretical expectations.

Interference cancellation
If operators refarm the outermost part of a GSM
spectrum band for LTE, a 0.2MHz guard band is
needed between the adjacent LTE and GSM bands
to minimize interference. However, if telcos refarm
a midsection instead, Huawei can eliminate those
0.2MHz guard bands through its advanced filters,
freeing up more space for paying customers.
Huawei also offers a solution for the scenario
where different areas have different requirements
for voice and data traffic. By creating a refarming
buffer zone, Huawei enables differing amounts of
GSM spectrum to be refarmed for LTE in different
areas, and these proportions can be adjusted as
needed.
The buffer zone occupies physical space (as
opposed to bandwidth) in this case, and represents
a system where different base stations use different
frequency allocations. In simplified terms, such a
deployment can be thought as “Station A utilizes
GSM, Station B utilizes LTE, Station C utilizes
GSM, etc.” Interference is reduced because distance

is increased, with no wastage of precious spectrum.

Flexible spectrum allocation
Huawei SingleRAN products support multiple
RATs so that operators can flexibly allocate
spectrum resources for GSM and LTE services
based on the loads for the voice and data services,
boosting spectrum efficiency and facilitating
evolution to LTE.
This flexibility is of great utility. During the
early phases of LTE network deployment, traffic is
relatively light, requiring fewer spectrum resources.
But when LTE traffic escalates, more are needed, so
GSM spectrum diminishes, usurped gradually by
LTE.

Global 1800MHz landscape
As of January 2013, 58 refarmed LTE 1800MHz
networks were commercial in 42 countries, with
Huawei partnering for 35 of them, across Europe,
the Asia-Pacific, and the Middle East. Another 22
LTE deployments are already underway.
Europe has been host to a number of
achievements on this front, including the first
commercial refarmed GL1800MHz network and
the 1800MHz network with the most utilized
spectrum (45MHz thus far), which has been
in operation since the fall of 2012. Its operator
refarmed portions of the GSM band for LTE
services, realizing smooth evolution between
the two technologies via software upgrade; this
not only addressed problems such as equipment
obsolescence, it also managed to overcome legacy
coverage deficiencies.
A third European operator had a GSM network
described as antique, and this was greatly holding
back its KPIs and KQIs, while inflating its OPEX.
After the operator turned to Huawei for a refarm,
both its network capacity and performance were
considerably enhanced, with O&M simplified and
brand reputation boosted along with it.
1800MHz LTE is also taking off in the APAC
region, with the world’s first refarmed UL 1800MHz
network going online in spring of 2012. Its operator
managed to leverage the existing antennas, OSS, and
cabinets for this upgrade, shortening the TTM for
LTE service significantly while paving the way for a
premium market share.
Editor: Linda xushenglan@huawei.com
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Bandwidth comfort levels have been eroding in the face
of a tremendous surge in cloud computing, MBB, and the
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Internet. FTTx and trans-100G technology are on the way.
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Swisscom

Boosting the fiber landscape
with innovative technologies
The Swiss telecom market is characterized by fierce competition and users asking for high-speed
Internet access. Swisscom is rising to these challenges through a mix of technologies, especially
fiber to the home (FTTH), fiber to the street (FTTS), Vectoring, and other future-oriented measures,
to meet its customers’ evolving demands.
By Amaury de Gromard, Head of Technical Management, Swisscom

A

s Sw i t z e r l a n d ’s l e a d i n g t e l e c o m
operator, Swisscom now offers mobile,
fixed and IP-based voice and data
communications services, with around
6.2 million customers on mobile, 791,000 on TV,
and 1.7 million on retail broadband connections.

Diverse technologies
Today, Swisscom meets Switzerland’s Internet
access needs using a mix of technologies, including
FTTx (mainly FTTH and FTTC), DSL, satellite,
and mobile (GSM/UMTS/LTE) technologies.
Fiber is a medium that allows virtually unlimited
bandwidth. Currently, we are aggressively rolling
out fiber to the home (FT TH), delivering
100Mbps access to our customers, and much

higher bandwidths can be expected in the near
future. We regard FTTH as the technology for the
future; however, it is a generational project. It is
hardly possible to cover the whole of Switzerland
with it over the next ten years. That’s why we still
have fiber to the cabinet (FTTC), which can be
rolled out much more easily. Delivering up to
50Mbps of bandwidth, FTTC can help us provide
the multimedia services requested nowadays,
especially HDTV. Other technologies such as
ADSL and satellite are also utilized to provide basic
services throughout Switzerland, especially in rural
areas.
We are also developing mobile broadband
services. By the end of 2012, we already had
over 99% and 90% GSM and UMTS coverage,
respectively; LTE is also a focus, with about 35%
coverage in place now, and 70% expected by the
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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end of 2013.
With this technology mix, Switzerland boasts
one of the best telecom infrastructures in the world.
Over 91% of Swiss homes and businesses are
served by FTTC/VDSL and enjoy digital TV (84%
HD overall). By 2015, around a third of Swiss
households are expected to have direct fiber access
to ultra-fast Internet; to reach that, we are already
connecting one apartment or business with fiber
every two minutes. Compared with most other
countries, Switzerland’s cities are not very dense,
with five apartments in a building on average, so
we need to spend more effort per site connecting
homes and businesses with fiber.

Drivers & solutions for
bandwidth growth
But time does not stand still and bandwidth
needs in Switzerland are increasing continuously.
There are several drivers, including the parallel use
of multiple TVs, laptops, tablets, smartphones,
and other terminals; larger screens and higher
resolution (HDTV, 3DTV, and 4K resolution); rich
communication with HD voice and telepresence;
and cloud services with high, sometimes symmetrical
bandwidth.
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On top of that, we are facing fierce competition
from cable operators who have ver y robust
infrastructure (about 60% DOSIS3.0 coverage in
the country, which is expected to grow to 80%).
Due to this development, our FT TC
infrastructure is under increased pressure. We
started rolling out FTTC in 2006, connecting fiber
from the local exchange to the neighborhood box,
and then to customers’ homes, typically with a
750m copper bridge.
We have now reached over 91% coverage and
all FTTC construction will be finished by the end
of 2013. However, despite 50Mbps of bandwidth,
FTTC will soon lag behind our customers’
demands and the competitive environment, so
we have brought some innovations into our fixed
technologies.
Deploying fiber to homes and businesses is a key
part of our network strategy. We have been driving
the progress in FTTH construction since 2008,
and now we are expanding our FTTH rollout in
some 50 towns, cities, regions, or provinces, as part
of our efforts to cover one million homes, or about
one-third of Swiss households, by 2015.
In addition to FTTH, FTTS will be our next
focus in the coming years and it is expected to help
us replace our legacy FTTC infrastructure. With
FTTS, we install the active equipment in manholes
and move it extremely close to customers (less than
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200m away, with the remainder connected through
copper). Between the exchanges and manholes, the
fiber feeders are ready for FTTH upgrade, when a
customer demands higher bandwidth.
We did a number of FTTS tests in 2012 and
early 2013, and results show that it can deliver a
bandwidth of 50Mbps at the moment, 100Mbps
by the end of this year, and even 400Mbps later
when Vectoring and G.fast technologies ramp
up. Based on the FTTS platform, we can provide
retail services to end users and wholesale services to
Internet service providers (ISPs).
Compared to FTTC, FTTS can enable a much
faster rollout. FTTC requires the installation of
street cabinets, which are rather expensive when
considering the labor costs, red tape, and strict
standards in place in Switzerland. However, FTTS
gear is installed in tight quarters, often in proximity
to water (which could be salty in winter after deicing), so it must be durable and reliable, and
Huawei has done a very good job in solving that
challenge, helping us speed up our FTTS rollout
which we have planned for 2013.
We also plan to deploy further technologies
which will be tested in the coming months. With
this mix of technologies, we can address the future
needs of Switzerland for bandwidth. We are aiming
to cover 80% of Switzerland with fiber-based ultrabroadband technologies by 2020. We have started

a number of pilots in 2012 and will complete
them in the first half of 2013, with mass rollout
commencing in the second half.

Rolling out the future
For the top cities, which account for around
30% of the Swiss population, we will be focusing
quite clearly on FTTH, to upgrade our existing
FTTC/VDSL (8-50Mbps) technologies. In these
cities, we have a strong competition with electrical
utilities, who are also our partners for fiber
deployment, because in Switzerland, operators and
electrical utilities are deploying fiber together into
buildings and even apartments, and the network
will be shared and each party will get one fiber for
service offering.
In smaller cities and towns, we are facing
fierce competition from cable network operators.
Switzerland has around seven million residents
and over 700 cable operators, with the largest
one covering about 50% of the country. For these
areas, we will use a mix of technologies, such as
FTTS and FTTH. As a whole, we plan to deliver
80% coverage with fiber-based ultra-broadband
technologies within Switzerland by 2020.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com

We did a number of FTTS tests and results show that
it can deliver 50Mbps at the moment, 100Mbps by
the end of 2013, and even 400Mbps later on when
Vectoring and G.fast technologies ramp up.
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Beyond 100G: The glass is heating up
Growing Internet, cloud, mobile broadband, and data center (DC) applications have brought about explosive demand
for higher transmission bandwidth. The IEEE 802.3 Interim meeting in September 2012 resulted in an agreement that
400GE would be the next-generation Ethernet rate following 100GE, and standardization efforts are now underway.
However, recent Internet and network traffic booms suggest that 400G will still be inadequate, making terabit-range
transmission imperative; this represents a huge challenge for optical transport.
By Xiong Qianjin

The lights are blurring

C

urrent 100G WDM/OTN systems
generally provide 8T (C-band SE: 2
bits/Hz) transmission capacity, while
the forthcoming 400G WDM/OTN
standard (commercial applications around 2015)
will provide 16-to-20T (C-band SE: 4-to-5 bits/Hz)
capacity, while a Tbit/s WDM system is expected to
offer 40T (C-band SE: 6-to-10 bits/Hz) capacity at a
non-regenerated distance exceeding 1000km.
Current fiber transmission is reaching the Shannon
limit in terms of channel capacity. Shannon’s theorem
postulates that the greater the spectrum efficiency
(the larger capacity) a system provides, the greater
the OSNR needed to prevent transmission error.
However, a large OSNR reduces transmission distance
dramatically, while other nonlinear effects confine the
launch power, and this limits the optic output power
and OSNR, while hindering spectrum efficiency
to boot. This makes efficient delivery of 400G and
terabit-range transmission challenging in terms of
distance and cost.

Flex 2T optical transport
Considering the relevant theoretical limits, as
well as the current states of photoelectric devices,
materials, and related engineering techniques, another
tenfold leap in Ethernet rate seems wishful thinking.
However, the terabit range is the next expected step
after 400GE; the question is whether it will be 1, 1.6, 2,
or 4 Tbit/s.
A fourfold increase to 1.6TE seems doable but
may prove inadequate. Thanks to OTN and FEC
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overhead reduction, the service rate for WDM is
about 2T. Optical transport beyond 100G cannot
be delivered through a single optical module, but it
can be done with integration of photoelectronic and
diode control technologies. Huawei proposes its Flex
2T optical transport solution, which features central
programmable transport controllers.
Huawei Flex 2T is based on industry-leading
intelligent optical digital signal processing (iODSP),
supplemented by flexible modulation, adaptive super
SD-FEC, flexible frequency spacing, and flexible OTN.
As a solution, it delivers pipe resilience, bandwidth-ondemand, and optical network programmability, turning
dumb pipes into smart ones.

Key technologies
The Flex 2T optical transport solution features
integrated Flex TRx plus iODSP/FEC, Flex
ROADM, Flex OTN, central programmable
transport controller, and advanced optical amplifier/
fiber technologies.

Flex TRx plus iODSP/FEC
A single wavelength cannot provide Tbit/s longhaul transmission, making aggregation of multiple
subcarriers a necessity. With transmitters that use
DAC, iODSP, and FEC encoding techniques,
and receivers that use DAC, iODSP, and FEC
decoding techniques, service providers can use one
set of hardware and software to provide multiple
modulation formats and FEC modes to flexibly adapt
to various application scenarios.
Traditional transceivers have limited scenario range,
but Flex Transceiver (Flex TRx) technology simplifies
software configuration; line rates, bandwidth, and
transmission distances can be adjusted flexibly based
on service demands, enabling smart traffic operation.
With Flex TRx, operators can configure the
number of subcarriers, the baud rates, and the
modulation formats of subcarriers, iODSP function
modules, and FEC mode/overhead. Flex TRx
supports on-demand configuration of subcarriers
using the e-OFDM or e-Nyquist WDM technique;
it also enables multiple symbol rate adjustments using
ADC/DAC adaptive clock-recovery technology.
Dynamic constellation mapping and IQ modulation
with multi-level electric signaling are also supported,
enabling flexible mixing and shifting of xPSK and
M-QAM modulation formats.
With Flex TRx, the transceiver iODSP module can

improve system performance through channel predistortion, waveform pre-emphasis, pre-compensation
for modulator bandwidth and fiber non-linearity,
and spectrum pre-shaping, while the receiver iODSP
module can compensate for fiber dispersion, filtering
penalty caused by WSS, and nonlinear impairments
in the electrical domain. In addition, Flex TRx can
quickly track signal polarizations, compensate for
polarization state and laser frequency offset, and
recover the carrier phase.
The adaptive super FEC scheme is used to provide
hard-decision (HD), soft-decision (SD), and HDSD hybrid encoding/decoding; this scheme supports
automatic configuration and concatenation of FEC
codes from low FEC overhead to high FEC overhead,
which enable configuration of FEC decoding
parameters based on network latency and power
consumption.
The iODSP/FEC can also help dynamically
control power consumption, enabling or disabling
certain functional modules based on network needs,
while algorithm parameters can be set to minimize
power consumption, making this an ecofriendly
technology.

Flex ROADM
In traditional DWDM networks, multiplexers/
demultiplexers (such as MUX, DMUX, WSS, and
ROADM) assume fixed grid spacing, say 50 or
100GHz. However, in a terabit-range optical network,
the system assigns spacing based on specific signals
(perhaps 37.5, 50, 75, 100, or 125GHz) to improve
bandwidth and resource utilization.
In addition, individual channels will be relatively
narrow (6.25 or 12.5GHz), so a terabit-range network
requires multiplexers/demultiplexers (including
WSS and ROADM) to support dynamic bandwidth
allocation. The allocated bandwidth is no longer a
fixed grid as defined by ITU-T; instead, bandwidth is
allocated dynamically based on load.

Flex OTN
Traditional OTNs use the generic mapping procedure
(GMP) to encapsulate packets and carry multiple services
such as TDM and IP. With traffic rates increasing,
traditional mapping, encapsulation and framing process
based on OTUk interfaces (with constant bit rates)
can no longer satisfy operator requirements for ultrabroadband services and configurable bandwidth. In
addition, different OTUk interfaces require different
hardware configurations, and they cannot match the
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programmable optical hardware.
As such, Huawei proposes its Flex OTN solution,
which features flexible containers on the client side
that transmit diverse, large-granularity services, while
on the line side, flexible line transport rates are defined
to effectively manage spectral bandwidth resources,
making for end-to-end resiliency in the transport pipe
with enhanced network performance.
Flex OTN consists of server and transport layers.
The server layer is service-oriented, providing lowerorder ODUflex containers to flexibly transmit services
at any rate. The transport layer provides a variable-rate
interface, OTUCn, which is n × 100G to maximize
optical resource usage, meaning that the transport
layer can provide a 200G, 300G or n-×-100G
interface depending on service needs.
Flex OTN perfectly combines the OTN and
programmable optical lines, extending OTN flexibility
while being backwards-compatible with legacy
networks. Flex OTN supports transmission that is fullservice & effective (maximizing bandwidth resource
utilization), with no significant change to the existing
OTN structure or increase in hardware costs.

Central programmable transport
controller
A programmable transport controller centrally
controls various devices, dynamic cloud services,
and pipe resources. Application-driven networks are
enabled through controller interaction via open API, so
operators can quickly reallocate their hardware resources
to satisfy user demands for dynamic, personalized
services. With a centralized control model in place,
operators can smartly implement multi-layer traffic
grooming and ensure end-to-end service quality. As
such, operators can turn their dumb pipes into smart
ones through optical as a service (OaaS).
A programmable transport controller includes
the physical (southbound) and network control
(northbound) layers. Through the southbound
interface, the physical network control layer collects
and maintains network topology and TE information,
performing configurations such as establishment,
removal, or change of the connections and monitoring
of the optical layer performance.
The abstracted network control layer abstracts the
transport network resources, concealing specific details
of the transport network from the application layer.
In addition, this layer provides open interfaces for
the application layer, delivering on-demand transport
network resources. At the abstracted network control
layer, operators can develop and install plug-ins on
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transport controllers for various application scenarios.
Typical control plug-ins include service path
computation plug-ins and virtualization controllers.

Advanced optical amplifier and fiber
The performance of a beyond-100G optical
transport system is subject to power/loss and
OSNR. To achieve long-haul transmission of
beyond-100G services, advanced second-order and
third-order Raman amplifiers and new types of
fiber are emerging.
Compared to traditional erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs), Raman amplifiers and optical
phase sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) have lower
noise figures and are essential to the future of
communications.
With their signal gains, PSAs produce modest
noise and support phase regeneration, and these
features make PSAs more popular for terabit-range
systems. However, there are still inherent drawbacks,
including polarization sensitivity, difficult multiwavelength operation, limited bandwidth, and fourwave mixing (FWM).
Compared to PSAs, Raman amplifiers are much
more mature and have seen commercial deployment
for DWDM. Currently, they are used with EDFAs,
and this hybrid model has attracted a lot of market
attention as it yields more gain than a Raman
amplifier with less noise than an EDFA. However, the
Raman amplifiers in commercial use are inferior to
EDFAs in terms of gain, safety, OAM, and cost. To
deliver terabit-range transmission, researchers must
investigate safer, more advanced Raman amplifiers
that yield more gain at less cost.
Most current networks use G.652/655 singlemode fiber. To adapt to high-speed (terabit-range)
transmission systems, new types of fiber are being
investigated that feature large cross-sectional area,
nonlinear optics at low light levels, low loss, and an
expanded optical window. Such a fiber would help
increase the incident optical power, and thus the
transmission distance.
For example, a pure silica core fiber (PSCF) that
uses a cladding material with a small refractive index
or that has a photon crystal structure introduces
less transmission loss than a single-mode fiber.
Experiments have proven that PSCF also better
withstands nonlinearity than single-mode fiber. In
less refractive fibers, researchers are also investigating
hollow-core photonic bandgap fibers and multi-core
fibers that are also multi-mode.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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China Unicom Yunnan
Convergent optical/copper O&M
In November 2011, China Unicom Yunnan launched a convergent copper/optical O&M platform, the first of its kind
within the China Unicom Group. The platform helped to innovate the operator’s O&M processes and significantly
enhance O&M efficiency for both copper and fiber, making a clear difference in its bottom line.
By Hou Baozhong, Li Ji & Yu Fei, China Unicom

C

hina Unicom’s Yunnan provincial
branch (Yunnan Unicom) has seen
rapid growth in its fixed and mobile
traffic in recent years, with subscriptions
also on the rise thanks to marketing efforts in the
rural areas. By March 2013, Yunnan Unicom had
300,000 copper subscriptions, supplemented by
a growing FTTH user base. However, network
complexity and increased service volume created a
need to reduce OPEX and improve user experience
and O&M efficiency.

Fast but challenging growth
The aforementioned takeoff in copper
access proved challenging, as most of Yunnan
Unicom’s resource management and O&M
processes, including the fault identification
(for which professional tools were lacking) and
troubleshooting, were being done manually. Not
only did this compromise user experience, it
hampered broadband upgrade.
The operator’s network had grown more complex
with the introduction of a variety of network
technologies, including GPON architecture. It was
hard to identify whether or not faults stemmed
from transmission, access, switches, or user devices,
with timely troubleshooting assurance for VIP
customers no picnic either. Booming 3G data
traffic was pressuring the transmission network,
with bandwidth shifting from the original 155M
to the current 10-to-40G range, placing greater
requirements on fiber resource management,

O&M, and troubleshooting.
Yunnan Unicom sorely needed to enhance its
inter-departmental O&M coordination, and the
operator joined hands with Huawei in 2012 to
launch a thorough examination of its fixed media,
network performance, service quality, and O&M
processes. Huawei supplied the iManager N2510,
a line assurance system that enabled the operator
to evaluate its network resources exhaustively, and
smarten up its O&M to boot.

Intelligent O&M for copper
Comprehensive network check
Traditionally, new services are supported
through network expansion, but this might fail
to fully reuse legacy network resources or secure
a satisfactory result after the fact. What’s more,
healthy network performance requires consistent
investment and O&M efforts, and Yunnan
Unicom needed a dedicated system that effectively
performs regular network check and evaluation,
while handling the O&M process in an intelligent
manner.
In January 2012, Yunnan Unicom introduced
the N2510 and overhauled its network evaluation
processes and mechanisms. After updating its
templates and putting experts into place, the
N2510 was able to fully analyze the operator’s
transmission network quality, establish a copper
resource database, and identify potential problems
for troubleshooting. Network resource usage was
JUN 2013 . ISSUE 70
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also enhanced through deactivation of ports that
had been idle for at least three months. All these
efforts helped the operator save USD210,000
on energy and USD385,000 on O&M, all
while protecting its near-USD4 million copper
infrastructure investment.

Efficient troubleshooting
Yunnan Unicom also streamlined its processes so
that it could better coordinate cross-departmental
O&M efforts, leading to enhanced troubleshooting
efficiency at reduced cost. In-house statistics
showed that 70% of line faults were caused by
broken lines or slow network rates, both of which
were hard to identify for troubleshooting.
With the N2510, Yunnan Unicom had a better
grasp of network quality through port status, bit
error rate, offline rate, and line length statistics. The
system also facilitated timely troubleshooting of
faulty ports, while optimizing ports with bit errors
and/or frequent failures. The operator can combine
a variety of tests, including the single-ended loop
test (SELT), with expert analysis of complaints,
w h i l e t h e s y s t e m p r ov i d e s e a r l y w a r n i n g s
regarding issues such as line disconnections, line
condensation, line overlengths, oxidation, and
loose connections, among others.
Through dynamic line management (DLM),
overlength shortening, and comprehensive analysis
of KPIs, the operator has reduced its bit error rate
by 83% and its offline rate by 90%, in parallel
with a 20% increase in port quality, while seeing
notable gains in O&M efficiency and the end-user
experience.

Smooth upgrade
Currently, 73% of Yunnan Unicom’s copper
lines offer 6Mbps access, with smooth upgrade
to 8Mbps or higher now needed based on legacy
resources. The operator used N2510 to test all
ports, with speeds targeting 10 and 20Mbps.
Results showed that 73% of ports using Huawei’s
MA5100 and MA5300 DSLAM access modules
failed to deliver the target speeds, thus creating
a need for VDSL2 adoption and access module
upgrade to the MA5600 and MA5616 for higher
bandwidth.

Efficient GPON network O&M
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PON technologies bring new challenges to
FTTx network O&M. Yunnan Unicom needed
to redefine its O&M responsibilities for the
fiber networking models, lines and equipment.
The operator also needed a support system that
quickly locates faults and monitors FTTx network
performance.
The operator again worked with Huawei to
jointly develop an optical layer supervision (OLS)
system for the N2510 that supports O&M for both
GPON and EPON gear while delivering 24/7 realtime network monitoring via optical time domain
reflectometer (OTDR), thus ensuring network
quality for high-priority government and enterprise
customers.
Yunnan Unicom’s equipment and access
network modules were from a variety of vendors,
but the N2510 provides northbound interfaces
for integration into major third-party OSS gear,
including that for its SELT and expert analysis
functionality, enabling multi-vendor equipment
management and convergent O&M/testing.

Timely troubleshooting over
fiber
Robust economic growth in the market is
making timely O&M for fiber gear a key concern,
as it is vital to both the transmission backbone
and VIP access services; degradation, attenuation,
and bending of optical fiber all must be noted and
resolved promptly. Using the N2510 OLS, Yunnan
Unicom can monitor its fiber resources regularly,
in real time, and process alarms based on the
configured KPIs in a timely fashion.
With traditional optical network troubleshooting,
Yunnan Unicom performed its fault analysis and
OTDR testing manually, a time consuming process.
With N2510, fault analysis and OTDR testing are
now automated, with the average troubleshooting
time shortened by 3.5 hours.
Yunnan Unicom has deployed its convergent
fiber/copper O&M platform on its live network,
and this has led to a 50% improvement in copper
network usage and a 45% increase in fiber service
quality. With O&M efficiency enhancement and
management unification delivered for a multivendor and multi-mode network, the operator
should be in good shape for future growth over the
next decade.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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